
LETTER LIGHT INSTRUCTIONS

***DO NOT UNPLUG LETTER LIGHTS ONCE OUR TEAM HAVE SET UP

➔ Where lights could not be set up by our team, following the instructions below:

◆ Each light comes with a “Male” and “Female” cord at the back which

connect directly to the transformer or in the case of multiple lights, into

each other

◆ Take the LAST light in the set up order and locate the appropriate cable

to join to the transformer (which plugs directly into power)

◆ There is an arrow on each cable THAT MUST BE LINED UP when

connecting. If you connect the cables without the arrows pointing to each

other, you will short the lights and they will not function. See photo below



HOW TO CONTROL YOUR LETTER LIGHTS (DOWNLOADING THE APP &

CONNECTING)

➔ Search LED CHORD in the App Store (Android) or iTunes Store (Apple)

➔ Download, install app and open. Ensure Bluetooth is on

➔ At the top of the app screen is a list of the Bluetooth devices available in the

area. The transformer model in the list you are looking for is “SP107E”. Each

transformer is numbered and then connected to a white module (either “A” or

“B”) resulting in the number you are looking for EG. “SP107E-4A”. See photo

below:



➔ Connect to the transformer by selecting the correct model and pressing the

“on” switch next to it

➔ Ensure the colour code underneath is set to RGB TM1814 and that the total

pixels are between 500 - 900





➔ Once you are connected, controlling the lights is simple. Press “Enter” and

select the colour or theme you require (either solid or auto scrolling).

➔ When set to SOLID, you can select any standard colour for all of the lights

➔ When set to AUTO, you can select from over 180 themes and light sequences

by sliding the scale at the top to the left or right. NOTE THAT ONLY ONE

PERSON SHOULD CONNECT TO THE LIGHTS AT ANY ONE TIME


